Advanced Training Course

Intergenerational Creative Experiences

*Are you interested in social work and intergenerational dialogue?*

The University Ca’ Foscari of Venice, within the framework of the European project A.L.I.C.E. offers an advanced training course about digital technologies and creative languages to foster intergenerational creative experiences.

The advanced training course is composed of 6 online Learning Units plus an introductory unit and a project work, consisting of a pilot intergenerational experience involving one of more creative languages presented. The online Learning Units can be completed online and at distance. Face-to-face tutoring sessions are foreseen in each participating country.

Learning Units

0. Understanding ALICE project
Introducing ALICE approach: creative languages to intergenerational learning. Building a community of adults’ trainers. The online learning environment: a space for trainers across frontiers.

1. Adults as Educators
Adults as educators a key dimension for LLL. What are the key dimensions of parents’ education? How can we promote rich caring environments for children as mean to learn outside the school?

Schedule

The advanced training course will start in September 2012 and it will end in September 2013 (no activity during the summer 2013). The average workload per week is 4 hours.

Learners

The advanced training course is open to learners in any of the participating countries: Italy, Greece, Switzerland, Romania and the UK.

Attendance is free of registration, but seats are limited.
2. Music as Creative Language in Adult-Child Interplay
Music as creative language. Learning to listen. The Lullabys of Europe: stimulating listening from the very early years of life. Singing and learning

3. Digital Storytelling: intergenerational narratives
What is storytelling? How can digital technologies support storytelling and provide new venues for creative expression and intergenerational dialogue?

4. Children's Literature and metaphors to enact intergenerational dialogue
How can we use children’s Literature as creative language for Intercultural Learning and social inclusion? Reading stories, telling stories: improving key competences for LLL. Analyzing selected stories across Europe

5. Games and social media to promote intergenerational learning
The value of digital games for improving key competences. Selected digital games for adults and children to play and learn together. Designing an intergenerational community of games developers

6. Learning Design of Adult Learning Pilot Programmes
How can we design Adults’ Learning activities? Tools for participatory assessment of learning. Implementing activities at local level. Creating a network of institutions to promote adults’ learning activities

7. Project Work
A Hands-on approach: designing the own Adults’ Learning Pilot Programme. Making presentations and discussion at European community level for the implementation at local level.

The course language is English. Working knowledge of English and basic computer skills (use of email, of the internet, of basic office applications) are required.

Selected learners will enjoy a grant of 1000 EUR for trainers mobility visit another ongoing Lifelong Learning Project in Europe.

Credits
Learners that complete the whole course will be awarded 30 ECTS by the University Ca’ Foscari of Venice.

Contact
Italy
UCF – University Ca’ Foscari of Venice
j.raffaghelli@unive.it
FNCC – Fondazione Nazionale Carlo Collodi
alice@pinocchio.it

Greece
Technical University of Crete
nektar@ced.tuc.gr

United Kingdom The Mosaic Art and Sound
teresa.monaco@mosaicartsound.com

Switzerland
Associazione seed
isabella.rega@seedlearn.org

Romania
SREP - Romanian Society for Lifelong Learning
office@srep.ro

Further information and online form for inscriptions at:

www.alice-llp.eu